Sagebrush Country (Hart Mountain Film)

Roll #1
Spring on Hart Mountain
New Growth
Snow scenes

Roll #2
Order of the Antelope annual meeting

Roll #3
Order of the Antelope annual meeting

Roll #4
Order of the Antelope annual meeting

Roll #5
Mule deer rut
General scenes of mule deer on Hart Mountain in fall setting

Roll #6
Mule deer

Roll #7
Mule deer

Roll #8
Mule deer fighting in fall
Silhouettes of deer at dawn

Roll #9
Deer with dawn light
Coyote hunting through burned area (control burn)

Roll #10
Mule deer and scenes of Hart Mountain in fall

Roll #11
Scenes of fall leaves

Roll #11
Mule deer and fall scenes

Roll #12
Mule deer rut
Roll #13
  Short roll of mule deer in October

Roll #14
  Mule deer rut

Roll #15
  Aspen leaves turning color in ravines of Hart Mountain

Roll #16
  Mule deer rut

Roll #17
  Fall colors and mule deer rut

Roll #18
  Fall colors

Roll #19
  Mule deer rut

Roll #20
  Desert Bighorn sheep on top of Hart Mountain

Roll #21
  Snow storm blankets Hart Mountain

Roll #22
  Bighorn sheep rut
  Fights between rams

Roll #23
  Courting behavior and rut of Bighorn sheep

Roll #24
  Bighorn sheep behavior and rut

Roll #25
  Bighorn sheep rut

Roll #26
  Bighorn copulation

Roll #27
  Bighorn rut and fights
Roll #28
  Bighorn sheep rut

Roll #29
  Bighorn sheep

Roll #30
  Bighorn sheep

Roll #31
  Bighorn sheep rut

Roll #32
  Bighorn fighting, mating

Roll #33
  Bighorn at dawn—silhouettes

Roll #34
  Bighorn silhouettes

Roll #35
  Best of bighorn silhouettes at dusk

Roll #36
  Bighorn at dusk

Roll #37
  Mule deer on snow-covered Hart Mountain Rut

Roll #38
  Sunset scenes of Mule deer, silhouetted against sky

Roll #39
  Cattle ranch of Chuck and Sherri Mesner

Roll #40
  Sage Grouse lek
  Courtship behavior

Roll #41
  Lek

Roll #42
  Sage Grouse
Roll #43  
Sage Grouse lek

Roll #44  
Bighorn lambs and ewes  
Nursing behavior

Roll #45  
Bighorn sheep nursing of young

Roll #46  
Bighorn lambs in snow-covered landscape

Roll #47  
Bighorn lambs in snow-covered spring

Roll #48  
Rattlesnake

Roll #49  
Spring snow

Roll #50  
Baby antelope hiding in sagebrush

Roll #51  
Antelope babies in snow-covered sagebrush, run from camera

Roll #52  
Petroglyphs on Hart Mountain

Roll #53  
Chuck and Sheri Mesner’s ranch

Roll #53  
Mesner’s ranch roundup of cattle

Roll #54  
Mesners

Roll #55  
Hart Mountain in spring  
Aerials of Oregon Dept of Fisheries and Wildlife roundup of bighorn sheep
Roll #56
  Aerials of Hart Mountain

Roll #57
  Aerials of Hart Mountain

Roll #58
  Aerials of Hart Mountain

Roll #59
  Mesners on Shiirk Ranch

Roll #60
  Cattle roundup

Roll #61
  Roundup

Roll #62
  Roundup

Roll #63
  Roundup

Roll #64
  Branding cattle on Shiirk ranch

Roll #65
  Branding

Roll #66
  Branding

Roll #67
  Moving cattle to high ground

Roll #68
  Moving cattle on horseback

Roll #69
  Marv Kascke (US Fish and Wildlife Service) interview

Roll #70
  Marv Kascke
Roll #71  
Chuck and Sheri Mesner interview

Roll #72  
Chuck and Sherri Mesner interview

Roll #73  
Dan Guthrie (OSU)

Roll #74  
Clint Gray interview

Roll #75  
Harney County Museum photographs

Roll #76  
Harney County Museum photographs

Roll #77  
Schminck Museum photographs

Roll #78  
Order of the Antelope reconstruct streambank

Roll #79  
Streambank reconstruction

Roll #80  
Snow Geese on pond

Roll #81  
State Historical Society photographs

Roll #82  
Close-ups of Bighorn sheep and mule deer in winter

Roll #83  
Bighorn close-ups

Roll #84  
Bighorn sheep round up – Nevada Dept. of Wildlife

Roll #85  
Bighorn round up
Roll #86
  Bighorn sheep roundup

Roll #87
  Bighorn roundup

Roll #88
  Bighorn roundup

Roll #89
  Bighorn round up

Roll #90
  Black and white photographs
Riches from the Sea

Roll 1
Hawaii surfers
Sunrise on Hawaiian shore

Roll 2
Sunset over Honolulu

Roll 3
Governor Ariyoshi interview
Hong Kong streets
Aberdeen Market

Roll 4
Aberdeen Market

Roll 5
Philippines village fishermen

Roll 6
Philippines fishermen

Roll 7
Philippines fishermen

Roll 8
Philippines fishermen

Roll 9
Philippines Rosario’s Market

Roll 10
Rosario’s Market

Roll 11
Mystic Seaport, Connecticut

Roll 12
Mystic Seaport

Roll 13
Bluenose Ferry, Connecticut
Roll 14
    Bluenose Ferry

Roll 15
    Annapolis Tidal Power

Roll 16
    Scallop fishermen

Roll 17
    Scallop fishermen

Roll 18
    Scallop harvest

Roll 19
    Scallop fleet

Roll 20
    Digby tidal flux

Roll 21
    Lobster fishermen, Newfoundland

Roll 22
    Lobster pots

Roll 23
    Lobster fishing

Roll 24
    Nova Scotia
    Pugwash festival

Roll 25
    Underwater shots of lobster pots

Roll 26
    Offshore oil rig in Texas, Gulf of Mexico

Roll 27
    Aerials of oil rig in Gulf of Mexico

Roll 28
    Aerials of oil rig in Gulf of Mexico
Roll 29
Club Med, Eleuthra
Underwater scenes of life in coral reef

Roll 30
Club Med—children underwater scenes

Roll 31
Shallow reef diving, Club Med

Roll 32
Underwater scenes of Big Wall, Club Med

Roll 33
Underwater life, Club Med

Roll 34
Club Med underwater

Roll 35
Coral reef underwater scenes

Roll 36
Sunken ship off Newport, oil damage

Roll 37
Oil damage to birds, Hatfield Marine Science Center volunteers

Roll 38
HMSC volunteers
Farmers of the Sea (aquaculture film)

Roll 1
Chesapeake Bay, Maryland, “Tongin” for oysters

Roll 2
Oyster harvest from Skipjacks – day 1

Roll 3
Oyster fishing – day 1

Roll 4
Oyster fishing – day 2

Roll 5
Oyster fishing – day 2

Roll 6
Oyster fishing with Wade Murphy

Roll 7
Wade Murphy (oyster fisherman) interview

Roll 8
Wade Murphy interview

Roll 9
George Krantz interview (University of Maryland oyster hatchery)

Roll 10
George Krantz

Roll 11
Aerials of Hawaiian Islands

Roll 12
Prawn farming in northern side of Oahu

Roll 13
Prawn farming

Roll 14
Night scenes of Honolulu
Interview of Taylor Prior, Prawn farmer
Roll 15
Taylor Prior interview

Roll 16
Prawn farming

Roll 17
Carp polyculture operation in southern China

Roll 18
Carp ponds in southern China

Roll 19
Milkfish farming in the Philippines

Roll 20
Milkfish farming in the Philippines
Seabass in Singapore

Roll 21
Seabass
Interview of Leslie Cheong in Singapore

Roll 22
Mussel farming in waters off Singapore

Roll 23
Nori farming off Osaka, Japan

Roll 24
Nori farming, Japan

Roll 25
Suchi bar
Osaka Market
Pearl culture, Mikimoto

Roll 26
Nori processing
Interview, Mr. Yamamoto

Roll 27
Suchi bar seen of businessmen eating lunch

Roll 28
Osaka fish market, tuna
Roll 29
Osaka fish market

Roll 30
Mikimoto Pearl culture

Roll 31
Mikimoto Pearl culture

Roll 32
Eel culture, Japan
Yellowtail feeding and aquaculture

Roll 33
Pearl culture

Roll 34
Yellowtail harvest of cultured fish in Japan

Roll 35
Yellowtail harvest

Roll 36
Sturgeon aquaculture in Wisconsin

Roll 37
Sturgeon aquaculture in Wisconsin

Roll 38
Sturgeon aquaculture in Wisconsin

Roll 39
Sturgeon aquaculture in Wisconsin

Roll 40
Gardipee

Roll 41
Aquaculture lab, feeding experiment, University of Wisconsin

Roll 42
Binkowski interview, University of Wisconsin

Roll 43
University of Wisconsin Sturgeon research
Roll 44
Salmon harvest,

Roll 45
Salmon harvest

Roll 46
Salmon harvest

Roll 47
Oyster spawning, Willi Breese, Oregon State University

Roll 48
Shrimp fishing, Gulf of Mexico

Roll 49
Addison Lawrence interview, Texas A&M University

Roll 50
Addison Lawrence

Roll 51
Shrimp culture, Texas A&M

Roll 52
Artificial insemination of shrimp by Addison Lawrence

Roll 53
Artificial insemination of shrimp

Roll 54
Shrimp ponds
Oregon’s Ocean

Roll 1
Southern coast of Oregon during winter storms

Roll 2
Storms on southern Oregon coast
Redwoods of Northern California

Roll 3
Whale watching off Oregon Coast

Roll 4
Whale watching off Oregon Coast

Roll 5
Wale watching
NCAR screen close-ups

Roll 6
Oregon Coast scenes

Roll 7
Oregon Coast

Roll 8
Oregon Coast

Roll 9
Hood’s Canal, underwater

Roll 10
Hood’s Canal divers

Roll 11
Tim Cowles

Roll 12
California Sea Lions, Monterey jetty
Juvenile sea lions playing underwater

Roll 13
Underwater scenes of California Sea Lions
Roll 14
Anemonies underwater scenes
Starfish

Roll 15
Santa Barbara oil rigs

Roll 16
Intertidal zone off Newport

Roll 17
Jane Lubchenco on research site, intertidal

Roll 18
Jane Lubchenco

Roll 19
Depot Bay scenes

Roll 20
Depot Bay intertidal zone

Roll 21
Jane Lubchenco

Roll 22
Task Force meeting in Newport, Oregon

Roll 23
Task Force

Roll 24
Sea anemonies underwater

Roll 25
Sea anemonies

Roll 26
Sea urchins underwater

Roll 27
Shore crabs underwater

Roll 28
Monterey Bay underwater scenes, kelp
Roll 29
Underwater scenes

Roll 30
Jane Lubchenco

Roll 31
Boiler Bay intertidal zone

Roll 32
Boiler Bay

Roll 33
Boiler Bay intertidal

Roll 34
Intertidal underwater scenes

Roll 35
Intertidal underwater

Roll 36
Octopus underwater

Roll 37
Mark Abbott
Underwater intertidal

Roll 38
Birds off the Oregon Coast

Roll 39
Cormorants
Other birds on offshore islands

Roll 40
Storm petrel research with Roy Lowe

Roll 41
Storm Petrel chicks being banded

Roll 42
Banding Storm Petrels at Night
Roll 43
Depot Bay fishing for Salmon

Roll 44
Depot Bay fishing for Salmon

Roll 45
Salmon trolling

Roll 46
Salmon trolling

Roll 47
Diving off the Oregon Coast

Roll 48
Divers

Roll 49
Hood to Coast finish at Seaside, Oregon

Roll 50
Alvin, Wood’s Hole Oceanographic, launch

Roll 51
Launching Alvin

Roll 52
Alvin

Roll 53
Alvin dive

Roll 54
Alvin underwater

Roll 55
Alvin dive

Roll 56
Alvin dive

Roll 57
Alvin dive
Roll 58
  Alvin dive

Roll 59
  Cleanup of Oregon beaches

Roll 60
  Cleanup of Oregon beaches
  UW Seattle